
Take a stroll at the Zeeland Wetlands and see how many things you can find!
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Learn More About . . .

1. Pine Cone- There are three different species of coniferous trees (pine, spruce, and cypress) at the Zeeland Wetland
property.  Black Pines have cones with deciduous barbs!  Look inside the pine cone to see the seeds.

2. Muskrat- Muskrats love to eat cattails in wetlands.  Muskrats will build lodges out of the cattails for the winter or they
will bank den.  Look for holes along the stream banks to find where the muskrat lives.

3. Ducks- We mainly have Mallard ducks at the wetlands.  The males are called drakes and are more colorful than the
brown drab females which are called hens.  Can you find both male and females?  Sometimes ducks dive under the
water and can hold their breath for a really long time.  Mallards are dabblers; they just stick their head in the water to
get food and do not dive under the water.

4. Deer Tracks- The deer use the wetland property to access food and water.  Sometimes you can find a spot in the
meadow area where they have bedded down for the night.

5. Acorns- We have two species of oak trees at the wetland property, Pin Oak and Bur Oak.  If you find Bur Oak acorns,
they will have fringes!

6. Bird Nest- Are there any eggs in the nest?
7. American Robin- Robins are mainly ground birds and are Michigan’s state bird.
8. Maple Seeds- These are called samaras, otherwise known as helicopters.  You can have a helicopter flying contest off

the pavilion and see whose helicopter can fly the farthest.
9. Common Teasel- This is an invasive plant in the meadow area of our wetlands.  Be careful, it has thorns to protect

itself from predators.
10. Beehives- The Zeeland Wetlands has two hives on the wetland property.  The hives were funded by the Zeeland

Educational Foundation.  You can buy homemade lip balm made by the Zeeland Bee Club in the school store. The Bee
Club used beeswax they collected from the hives during the summer and fall and other organic ingredients to make
the lip balm.  Follow the Bee Club on Instagram @zeelandbees.

11. Black Alder Catkins- The Black Alder trees on the wetland property are invasive to wetlands.  The trees do provide
pollen to the bees though!  If you look closely, you will also see woody cones on these trees which are in the birch
family.

12. Black Squirrel- Black squirrels are the same as the gray squirrel; they just have this black melanistic phase.
13. Find one of the many park benches at the wetlands and take a rest for a minute.  How many sounds do you hear?
14. Mystery Snail- Yes, that is really the name of these snails.  They are invasive to Michigan.  Our native snails don’t get

much bigger than your thumb nail.  These snails are huge!
15. Common Cattail- Cattails have a special adaptation to live in the water.  Tear off a section of a leaf and then tear

apart the leaf.  You should see white compartments inside the leaf.  This is for air storage!
16. We have two species of maple trees at the wetland property; the Red and Silver Maple.  Both species are water loving.

To tell them apart, look at the center lobe of the leaf; the Red Maple’s center lobe diverges inward whereas the Silver
Maple’s center lobe diverges outward.

17. Pin Oak- Notice how the tips of the lobes of these leaves end in points or “pins”.  The Bur Oak, the only other species of
oak on the property, has rounded lobe tips.

18. Spider Web- One common spider at the wetlands is the orb weaver!
19. Concrete Weir- The wetland property has two concrete weirs.  The water from the weirs flows into the Brower Drain,

which is the stream that runs under 100th.
20. White Pine- Not all trees with needles are technically pine trees.  White Pine was the main tree logged in the Northern

part of the Lower Peninsula.  White Pine have five needles in a bundle and are long and flexible.  How many needles do
you count?  Count a few different bundles; do they all have five?

21. Norway Spruce- Spruce trees have short, single needles.
22. Mute Swan- For the past several years, the wetland pond has had mute swans.  While these swans are beautiful, they

are invasive and cause damage to wetland vegetation.
23. Bluegill- The wetland pond not only has bluegill but also: pumpkin seed, bullhead, emerald shiners and largemouth

bass to name a few.
24. Raccoon Tracks- Raccoons like to dip their food in water before they eat it.  A good place to look for raccoon tracks will

be on the stream banks.


